
SPEED IS YOUR FRIEND
Speed Training for Better Race Results
• by Jeff Schloss

uring a hard running workout at the Auburn Ski Club a number of years ago, 
coach Chuck Lyda said to me, “Speed is your friend.” At the time I didn’t think 
much about that simple statement, but now I realize how right-on Chuck was.

As ski racers, we all understand that speed is our goal, yet we seldom do the right training to improve our speed. Most racers are 
very good about doing lots of long slow distance training to improve our endurance, and many of us do some quality intervals to im-
prove our Aerobic Threshold, but I seriously doubt many people do enough training to improve pure speed. 

The good news is that speed can be improved by very short bursts of speed—an activity that is fun to do and not as exhausting as 
longer intervals. A little physiology background will help in understanding how to do this type of training. Our bodies have an energy 
system called creatine phosphate (cp) that can supply a burst of energy that lasts between 8-15 seconds. This energy can be ac-
cessed without using oxygen (anaerobically), and does not create lactic acid the way longer bouts of anaerobic exercise do. This 
means you can use the cp system to propel yourself really fast for short bursts without heavily taxing your body. Of course ski races 
last a lot longer than 15 seconds, but the beauty of using the cp system is we can teach the body how to go fast without wearing 
ourselves out. 

In the many years that I have coached young ski racers here in the Tahoe area I have noticed that we tend to get very good at en-
durance but fail to match the sheer speed of athletes from lower elevations. This is because we need to make sure the intensity of our 
training is kept fairly low for our long workouts because of the extra demands put on our bodies by the high altitude. However all of 
this long slow training is teaching our bodies to go slow-not a desirable outcome for ski racers! The way to offset this slowness is to 
add short cp-system sprints into many of our workouts. 

I feel that speed can be incorporated into almost every training session except pure recovery workouts. I try to have speed as a part 
of the workout at least 4 times per week. During distance workouts I like to add 6-8 10 second bursts throughout the workout. These 
sprints should start after you are warmed up and should be at maximum speed—without fl ailing. We are trying to teach the body to go 
fast, effi ciently. After each 10 second speed, resume training at your normal pace. You should go easy for at least 2 minutes before 
starting the next speed burst, to allow the cp system to recharge. These short bursts will not add much stress to a long easy ski and 
will really spice up a long workout. 

I also like to add short speed sessions on interval days. After the warm up and before you start your intervals do 5-10 x 10 seconds 
very fast sprints with long recovery between each (1-2 minutes.) These speeds will help wake up your body before the longer inter-
vals and will really help with improving technique. It is when we are going fast that technique usually breaks down, so on these short 
sprints concentrate on being as smooth as possible. The sprints should usually be done before the intervals so your body is fresh and 
can really turn it over fast, however adding them at the end of the intervals can be benefi cial for keeping your technique together 
when you are tired. 

Sometimes I like to devote the whole workout to speed. In this case do an easy warm up then do a lot of short bursts. I like to do 2 
sets of 10-12 x 10-15 second speeds, with lots of recovery between each sprint and 5-10 minutes easy skiing between each set. Your 
body can handle a lot of these speeds as long as the duration doesn’t go over 20 seconds and as long as you get at least a minute 
recovery between each. I like to do these “speed days” the day before a race. Another great time to incorporate a speed day is if you 
fi nd yourself at an altitude lower than where you live and normally train. When I go to visit my relatives in the Bay area I try to do lots 
of short speeds while running or hill bounding. I can turn it over faster than I can at the 6,600 foot elevation where I live, and I feel 
this really builds my confi dence in the “speed environment.”

Speed training is best done as specifi c to your sport as possible. For us skiers this means on snow when we can and also on roller 
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skis and hill bounding. However, even less specific speed training is very beneficial. If I am out for a long easy run I still incorporate 
my 6x10 second speed bursts into the workout. 

This short speed training is really fun and relatively easy. However it is not a magic bullet. Speed training is no replacement for the 
building blocks of training-endurance, intervals, and strength—it merely enhances those workouts. The more speed you do the more 
comfortable your body will be at moving fast and the better it will be at putting in little bursts when you get to a small hill or need to 
out-sprint your buddy at the finish line. A nice little trick involving this system is that you can go very hard for the first 15 seconds of a 
race to get into a good position—without creating lactic acid. Of course, after those first 15 seconds you better settle into a sustain-
able pace or you are going to pay a serious price; the cp system can only carry you so far. 




